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The promise that big data will revolutionize scientific discovery and technology innovation is now being widely
recognized. With the explosive growth of biomedical data, life science is being transformed into a digital science in
which novel insights are gained from in-depth data analysis and modeling. Extensive and innovative utilization of
biomedical big data is a key to the success of precision medicine. Therefore, constructing a centralized national-level
biomedical big data infrastructure becomes crucial and urgent for China. Such infrastructure should achieve superb
capacity of safe data storage, standardized data processing and quality control, systematic data integration across
multiple types, and in-depth data mining and effective data sharing. Full data chain service including information
retrieval, knowledge discovery and technology support can be provided to data centers, research institutes and
healthcare industries. Relying on Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, agreements have been signed that a
main node of the infrastructure will be located in Shanghai, and a backup node will be set up in Guizhou Province.
After a construction period of five years, the infrastructure should greatly enhance China’s core competence in
collection, interpretation and application of biomedical big data.
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SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE OF
BIOMEDICAL BIG DATA

The big data revolution will transform our life, business
and technology [1]. In the thematic studies in 2011 and
2014, McKinsey Global Institute brought forward that the
application of big data will become the basis of future
competition, “underpinning new waves of productivity
growth, innovation, and consumer surplus”. It emphasizes
that big data is the critical infrastructure to support all 12
disruptive technologies on the horizon. Big data provide
fascinating possibility to create advanced artificial
intelligence (AI) with faster knowledge extraction and
decision-making. For example, the landmark victory of
AlphaGO in 2016 was a powerful demonstration of the
potential of AI that can learn from huge amounts of data
[2].
Many disciplines of modern sciences, including life

science, astronomy and high-energy physics, are trans-
formed by the broad application of big data. A vision of
data-intensive scientific research was declared by A. M.
Turing Award winner Jim Gray in 2007 [3]. In 2009,
Microsoft Research introduced the term “Fourth Para-
digm”, pointing out that in addition to theory, experiment,
and simulation, data-intensive discovery will bring
revolutionary change for scientific research [4]. In fact,
the completion of Human Genome Project in the early
21st century indicates that life science had entered the era
of big data and a new research paradigm of life science
appears [5]. With the declined cost of next-generation
sequencing since 2007, the output of biological data has
grown explosively. In 2015, the scale of genomic data
have well been beyond petabyte (1015 bytes, PB) and will
soon exceed exabyte (1018 bytes, EB), which is either on
par with or exceed the capacity of other highly demanding
data domains such as astronomical data [6]. Besides,
biomedical big data have the characteristics of being all-
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round, multi-dimensional, dynamic and of high content.
Even for a single individual, various levels of omics data
and clinical/medical records could be used to decipher the
biological system at different levels [7].
Biomedical big data is closely embedded with a series

of national life science projects, and is also a curial
concept underlying precision medicine [8,9], a initiative
advocated by US President Obama in 2015 to develop
tailor-made treatments based on an individual’s genetic
content or other molecular or cellular analysis. Under this
initiative, healthcare will be profoundly affected by digital
management and interventions resulted from the wide and
deep application of biomedical big data.

NECESSITY AND URGENCY OF
NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE OF
BIOMEDICAL BIG DATA

We are living in the era of big data, which has become
another fundamental resource of a nation like population,
land and minerals. Big data infrastructure, which provides
the capacities of large-scale data collecting and storage, as
well as processing and analysis, is the important part of
the country’s core competitiveness. Infrastructure for
biomedical big data with outstanding scale and function is
the key platform to support both basic research in life
sciences and technology innovation in biomedical
industry. In fact, constructing a centralized national
infrastructure of biomedical big data is the main strategy
embraced by developed countries like United States,
European Union and Japan. Founded in late 1980s and
early 1990s, data centers in the National Center of
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of US, the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and the DNA Data Bank of
Japan (DDBJ) have dominated the international life
science research up to now [10]. Especially, NCBI
provides the most comprehensive collection of online
resources for biological data in the world, covering
sequences, genes, genomes, proteins, chemicals, literature
and healthcare [11].
Although significant fractions of the genomic data

deposited in NCBI is generated from China, there is no
dependable domestic infrastructure to conduct compre-
hensive management of these data and to provide
effective services over the entire country. As a result,
China has been forced to become the biggest data
exporting country. Taking the genomic data as an
example, although national projects provide the majority
of funding to acquire a large number of data, China is
heavily dependent on foreign countries for management
of database and knowledge base system. Furthermore,
many genomic data are scattered in individual labora-
tories and institutions with unreliable data quality,
fragmented storage and severe loss, making the develop-

ment of effective knowledge a very difficult task and
resulting in an insufficient use.
Just one year after former US President Obama

announced the Precision Medicine Initiative, China has
also incorporated its own version of precision medicine
into the 13th Five-Year National Science and Technology
Innovation Plan, as well as a 15-year outline through 2030
[12]. This series of projects will produce a huge amount of
biomedical data through basic researches using various
omic technologies, data repository of cohort studies, and
clinical studies using clinical trails or real world
evidences. The abilities of large-scale data storage,
standardization, analysis and integration, together with
the policies for data security and data sharing, play a vital
role in these projects. A consensus has been reached
among the research institutes, healthcare institutions and
biomedical enterprises that the goals of precision
medicine cannot be achieved without a national infra-
structure of biomedical big data, which should provide
dependable support for data archiving and management. It
is critical not only to serve the demand of national
strategic plans for science, but also to guarantee the
security of national data resources.
To meet the urgent demand of national strategy for

scientific, technological and social development, we
propose to establish a comprehensive national infrastruc-
ture for biomedical big data in China as soon as possible.
The infrastructure should rely on a third party national
scientific institute, and should be a high-level, non-profit,
well-managed entity operated by personnel with proven
experiences to implement national scientific infrastruc-
ture. The infrastructure should be able to integrate various
data types, accomplish data standardization and quality
control, and provide services for data analysis and
sharing. Using such infrastructure as a launch pad, we
will be able to continuously elevate the national ability for
safe data storage, information sharing, technological
innovation, standardization system improvement, Intel-
lectual property appreciation and efficient utilization of
biomedical data. In response to this proposal, the Chinese
government has announced a guideline at the end of 2016
to set up a national infrastructure of biomedical big data in
the next five years with an initiative budget around 200
million USD. In March 2017, the president of Chinese
Academy of Sciences and the mayor of Shanghai
Municipality have signed an agreement to promote this
national infrastructure to be built at Shanghai Zhangjiang
high-tech park as part of the international innovation
center.

FRAMEWORK FUNCTIONS AND KEY
FEATURES FOR THE INFRASTRUCTURE

The infrastructure we seek to build will have dual
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functions to support both scientific research and new
technology development. It will enhance life science
researches like big data processing related to precision
medicine, and strengthen the integration between omics
data and clinical information with emphasis on complete
data connection. Data generated from national projects in
life science and precision medicine, as well as the
international life science databases will be incorporated.
The relevant policies dealing with personal privacy, data
security and data sharing will also be taken into
consideration as the “soft” components of the infrastruc-
ture.
We seek to achieve four capacities in biomedical big

data: i) the capacity of safe data storage; ii) the capacity of
standardized data processing and quality control; iii) the
capacity of multi-dimensional data integration; iv) the
capacity of in-depth data mining/analysis and effective
data/knowledge sharing. These four capabilities can be
achieved by four major functional modules, which are
named as software and hardware supporting module, data
specification and standardization module, multi-level
database module as well as biomedical big data mining
module, respectively. These systems and modules are
established based on three sub-facilities: i) Sub-facility of
storage, disaster recovery, computing and network, which
provides the hardware and software to support data
storage and ensure data security; ii) Sub-facility of big
data standard research and development, which standar-
dizes various types of biomedical data and related
analyses and applications; iii) Sub-facility of big data
management and application, which provides various
databases, searching engines and visualization interfaces.
In addition to standard pipelines, a workflow engine will
be implemented to support an open platform for user-
defined data analyses.
The most important feature of the infrastructure is to

generate a chain of scientific and technological innovation
through integrating data chain. The biomedical big data
are structured as a data chain flowing from data to
information, scientific knowledge, novel technology and
engineering. The huge amount of biomedical big data are
in rapid growth and from multiple sources, which should
firstly be standardized and aggregated into high-quality
data sets. Subsequently, comprehensive and integrated
analyses are applied to extract biomedical information for
various applications. Finally, novel knowledge on biology
and medicine are acquired through data mining and
analysis. All related participants, including sequencing
centers, research and clinical institutions and healthcare
industries could be integrated into the data chain, which
will release the full potentials of big data.
Overall, the infrastructure will be implemented as a

center for biomedical big data standardization and safe
storage, a center for data analysis service, and a center for

technology development. It also serves as a platform open
to the public for scientific research as well as a base for
international data exchange and cooperation. The com-
prehensive extension of core competence will not only
support user-oriented data chain service, but also
guarantee national co-ordinate activities.

CONSTRUCTIONS PLAN AND
FEASIBILITY

The main node of the biomedical big data infrastructure
will be set up in Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park, Shanghai.
With well-established top colleges, research institutes and
hospitals, Shanghai takes a leading position in scientific
resources, talents and research demands. Furthermore,
many national scientific facilities and bio-pharmaceutical
industries are clustered in Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park,
reaching the critical mass for that promotes novel
scientific discoveries. Shanghai Institutes for Biological
Sciences (SIBS) is seeking to host the project and
Shanghai government will provide financial support. A
land scale of 20,500 square meters is planned for the first
phase and work site construction, including 10,000 square
meters reserved for the second phase. A server room of
8,500 square meters will be equipped with 200 server
cabinets, providing an initial data storage capacity of
100 PB to 1 EB. The computing capability will be
implemented by 100 high-performance blade servers,
200 parallel computational nodes, 50 fat nodes and 100
GPU computing servers.
In June 2016, SIBS signed a contract with Gui’an

government to build a data storage/backup node in the
national big data industrial park in Gui’an, GuiZhou
Province. Financial support will be provided by the local
government, and 50–70 acres of land will be allocated in
the first phase. The operation of the facility can save
energy consumption by 80% per year. Also, the long-term
plan will build additional nodes of the infrastructure to
form a network over the entire country to provide regional
service.
As bases of the infrastructure construction, we have

mirrored over 30 international databases, including the
1000 Genome Project, UCSC Genome Browser and
Ensembl. We have deployed the Bio-Med Big-data Center
(http://www.biosino.org/bigbim/index), which catalogs
series of databases we have built including genomics,
transcriptomics, proteomics, epigenomics, variations and
phenotypes/diseases. Especially, we have created the
National Omics Data Encyclopedia (NODE, http://www.
biosino.org/node/index), which is a database for submit-
ting and publishing raw high-throughput sequencing data
like NCBI SRA. A collection of database systems for
microbiome, precision medicine and large-scale visuali-
zation are also being built. To encourage data produced
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from projects funded by national agencies to be deposited
to the infrastructure, we have established collaborations
with the most influential journals of biology and medicine
in China, including Cell Research, Molecular Plant,
Journal of Molecular Cell Biology and Acta Biochimica
et Biophysica Sinica.
After three years’ construction, the infrastructure is

expected to achieve a data storage volume of 100 PB or
more, a daily data entry volume of 15 TB and a daily
access of 1.2 million (equivalent to 1/3 of NCBI). When
the infrastructure construction is completed after five
years, China will have the full capability to manage and
utilize biomedical big data.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

China is facing an aging population in the 21st century.
Constructing a centralized and non-profit national infra-
structure for biomedical big data will enable an effective
management and utilization of the precious data resource
in health science, which is vital and urgent for the
competitiveness of this nation. The large scale infra-
structure with diverse functions will not only consolidate
the basis of biomedical “Big Country of Data”, but also
realize the dream of biomedical “Powerful Country of
Data”. The next five years will be a critical window to
build such a national center, because related technologies
in both life science and data science are becoming mature
so that the academic institutions, biomedical industry and
healthcare providers can all benefit greatly.
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